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Thank you to the following  catteries contributing photos of their beautiful Ragdolls:

Christine Lupo of NY DIVINE Dolls

Elvia Leclair of ElviasRDBabz

Rovena Parmley of TuftyToes

Dave Nudleman of Brightstone Rags

Nancy Severino of Radiant Rags

Jayne Harman of IvyRose Ragdolls

Natalia Lalicata of Ravenstar Ragdolls  



 The Ragdoll breed was first created by a woman, Ann Baker, who 

was breeding Black Persians and worked with Apple-headed Lilac 

Balinese cats in Riverside, California in the 1960s.  The name of 

her cattery was Raggedy Ann.  Ann Baker's client entrance 

attached to her home. The story of the mother of all Ragdolls is 

interesting and includes both the famous first cat, Josephine, and 

her breeder, Ann Baker.  Ragdoll cats were bred from preexisting 

breeds, and as the years went by, the traits that were more 

desirable were kept and the undesirable traits were bred out of 

the lines. The results were large, exquisite Ragdoll Cats with 

serene dispositions. You can see beautiful Traditional Ragdolls at 

cat shows in your local area. 



❖ The Ragdoll is an intelligent, semi-long haired cat with a 
sweet temperament.

❖ The Ragdoll may take up to four years to grow large and 
heavy, as it is slow to mature and may not reach full weight 
and size until that time; furthermore, Ragdolls are muscular, 
but tend to have a lower abdominal fatty pad.

❖ Their coat colors consist of Seal, Blue, Chocolate, Lilac, 
Cinnamon, Fawn, Red, Cream, and Tortie in the Colorpoint, 
Bicolor, and Mitted patterns. Full color is not reached until 3 
years of age. They can be Colorpoint, Mink, Sepia, or Solid in 
Tortie, Torbie, or overlying lynx, also know as tabby, patterns.



❖ Ann Baker, the pioneer and ORIGINATOR of the Ragdoll breed, utilized a pure 

white cat, Josephine, a Seal Point Mitted type male, Daddy Warbucks, Beauty, 

an unknown Tom cat, and a black male cat, Blackie, believed to be of 

domestic descent, along with Fugiana, Kyoto and Tiki to create the  “Light 

Side” of her Ragdoll breed.

❖ Ann Baker also bred Buckwheat, a Burmese cat in appearance, to Daddy 

Warbucks that produced kittens carrying the Burmese and pointed 

genes. These descendants were labeled first the  “Dark Side,” then 

“experimental Persians” and finally, “Ragdolls Tu,” which included Gueber 

and Mitts (solid black cats). These Ragdolls, Pointed, Minks, Solids, and 

Sepias, trace back to the ORIGINAL Ragdolls--Raggedy Ann Daddy Warbucks, 

Josephine, Beauty, and Blackie.



❖ The Light Side sprang out of the Dark Side, as 
Baker bred Daddy Warbucks to Fugiana,but also 
back to Kookie Tu, Kyoto, and Kookie  who sired 
all pointed kittens to create the Light Side.

❖ Baker created her own breed standard; set up 
franchisees with breeder sets; established her 
own Ragdoll organization, IRCA.



❖ Thereafter, Denny and Laura Dayton, who were the first to 
purchase a breeder set, and a group of their followers, 
dismissed Ann Baker's vision of her Ragdoll and made it their 
mission to establish a small representation of the Ragdoll 
breed, the "traditional" blue-eyed variant, in multiple cat 
fancier associations and show halls in the 70s and 80s.

 Yet another group of breeders, in the early 90s, who 
PURCHASED cats from Ann Baker, chose not to honor 
contractual agreements with her and decided to outcross to 
other cats in order to produce these colors and patterns. 
This group took the remnants of what the Daytons left 
behind, in regard to Baker's Ragdolls, and promoted them as 
a "new" breed.

https://search.yahoo.com/yhs/search?type=odc179&hspart=avast&hsimp=yhs-001&p=youtube+aguilera+mans+world


 The point gene is carried on the C locus, where pure albinism is also 

carried. It is shown with the sign cs, and needs two alleles of cs for the 

points to be expressed.

 The pointed coat color pattern is recessive and is an error in the 

production of Tyrosinase (TYR). The mutated enzyme is heat-sensitive; 

it fails to work at normal body temperatures, but becomes active in 

cooler areas of the skin. As a result, dark pigment is limited to the 

coldest areas of the body, that is, the extremities. 

 Pointed kittens are born white, since the womb is uniformly warm. As 

the kitten ages, the cooler areas darken while warmer areas remain 

cream to white in color. 

 Points are not limited to solid colors or dark colors. It is possible to 

have a red (orange color) or fawn (pale warm gray) point. It is also 

possible to have a tortoiseshell or tabby point. 





Um…NOT really. Traditional Ragdoll cats, like the nontraditional 

Ragdoll cats, inherit the genes for producing a specific amount of 

pigment, or melanin, in their eyes. Traditional Ragdolls carry the 

Siamese gene mutation, so they do not have enough pigment to 

achieve green to the rich copper colored eyes of their 

counterparts. The eyes of all Traditional Ragdoll cats have only 

tiny amounts of melanin, so their eyes are saturated with light 

that cause them to appear blue instead of exhibiting coloration or 

pigment. Their eyes, therefore, appear pale blue to deep cobalt 

blue. Those with underlying green have the deepest blue; 

whereas, underlying copper eyes with the most pigment produce 

a whitish pale blue.



 Feline Eye Color

 http://messybeast.com/eye-colours.htm



According to Dr. Cris Bird, and the authors of 
Robinson’s Genetics for Cat Breeders and 
Veterinarians, cats with hidden copper genes will 
scatter more white light in their eyes. Their eyes will 
look very pale, whitish blue. Cats with hidden green 
genes will have very deep, dark blue eyes. Cats with the 
right mix of hidden genes for eye colors such as 
chartreuse, yellow, or gold will end up with blue eyes 
that are intermediate in color between whitish blue and 
navy blue. 

That green to copper spectrum of the domestic cat 
underlies the navy blue to whitish blue spectrum of the 
purebred cat. The same genes are behind both 
spectra...the Siamese mutation greatly reduces the 
amount of pigment produced in the eyes, allowing light 
to fill the eyes instead, and that shifts the eye color 
spectrum from green/copper to navy blue/whitish blue. 



Copper Orange Amber Yellow Green

Whitish Blue    Pale Blue    Light Blue Blue Dark Blue

Blue Eye Spectrum



Pointed “Traditional” Ragdoll cats are produced by parents 

carrying and passing on their Siamese colorpoint alleles of 

“cs.” 

• A solid (Ccs) Ragdoll bred to a mink (cbcs) Ragdoll will 

produce 25% traditional kittens. 

• Two mink Ragdoll parents mated, a combination of cbcs, will 

produce 25% traditional kittens. 

• A traditional (cscs) cat bred to a mink (cbcs) Ragdoll will 

produce 50% traditional kittens.

• A solid (Ccs) Ragdoll to a traditional (cscs) will produce 50% 

traditional kittens. 

• If both Ragdoll parents are cscs, RECESSIVE BRED TO 

RECESSIVE, then 100% of the kittens will be traditional.

• With only one, or no copies of this gene, the cat will have 

pigmentation over the whole body and is considered a "solid" 

colored cat (CC or Ccs)—without solid and mink, the pointed 

“Traditional” Ragdoll WOULD NOT EXIST!



Traditionalists in the show halls have not been the most 

welcoming to those who breed the minks, sepias, and solids—and 

that is to put it nicely. ALL purebred cat breeders should make it 

a point to show their cats, at least once per year, in order to 

learn their standard and to see how their cats measure up, as 

well as determine where improvements are to be made. Showing 

once annually should be a priority and a condition to maintaining 

cattery registration. 

If a breeder claims to be an advocate for the Ragdoll breed, 

they should learn their history, as well as Ragdoll genetics, and 

become a mentor to those who desire and need it—whether they 

breed traditional or nontraditional Ragdolls. Showing is 

competitive, but it should also be a positive, enjoyable learning 

and bonding experience .



 Minks, Sepias, and Solids do not adhere to the 
breed standard of multiple organizations and clubs, 
which state that a Ragdoll is a blue-eyed pointed 
cat. This was, and is, the written standard initially 
created and commercialized by  the Daytons who 
PURCHASED blue eyed Ragdolls from Ann Baker, a 
savvy, innovative business woman in a "man's world," 
a cat breeder, of the 1960s.

 Colorpoints, Solids, and Mink Ragdolls have been in 
existence and registered with both IRCA and TICA, as can 
be seen in the photos that follow, and can be traced back 
to the ORIGINAL Ragdolls.

 Note that the following documents list Ann Baker, herself, 
as the breeder and identify these cats as Ragdolls. She 
also, personally, signed the IRCA Breeder Registrations.



























































 . When a cat carries the genes cs and cb, the mink pattern is 
formed, in which the pigment distribution is between a sepia 
and a pointed cat.

 Phenotypically, it is characterized by the same color dilution 
as with the cs gene. However, there is not as profound a 
sensitivity to skin temperature and therefore the body coat 
color is darker and much closer to that of the points. An 
"additive" relationship exists between the cs and cb genes. 
What this means is that when an animal is heterozygous for cs 
and cb (known as mink), the coat color expression is halfway 
between that of a point (cscs) and a sepia (cbcb).



 .



 . Also carried on the C locus, is the gene for the sepia pattern. This is 

the darkest of all of the pigment restricting patterns, and pigment is 

only paled at the warmest point in the body--the abdomen. This 

pattern's gene is represented by cb. 

 The Burmese phenotype results from reduced pigment production 

changing black pigment to sepia and orange to yellow. The Burmese 

points are darker than the body and the eyes are yellow-gray or 

yellow-green.



 A solid Ragdoll carries one of 3 genes for full color:

 C/C: Full color, cat does not carry Burmese (sepia) or 

or Siamese alleles

 C/cb: Carrier of Burmese (sepia) color

 C/cs: Carrier of Siamese colorpoint restriction.





.



Not THIS…                                        But this!



Not THIS…                             But this!



Not THIS...                                              But this!
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